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The 3 Core Narratives that depend on metal price The 3 Core Narratives that depend on metal price The 3 Core Narratives that depend on metal price The 3 Core Narratives that depend on metal price uptrendsuptrendsuptrendsuptrends are stalledare stalledare stalledare stalled

Historically a major new discovery has hauled the juniors out ofHistorically a major new discovery has hauled the juniors out ofHistorically a major new discovery has hauled the juniors out ofHistorically a major new discovery has hauled the juniors out of a bear marketa bear marketa bear marketa bear market
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Is it just cyclical or is this time different?Is it just cyclical or is this time different?Is it just cyclical or is this time different?Is it just cyclical or is this time different?



Less than half of TSXV resource juniors have positive working caLess than half of TSXV resource juniors have positive working caLess than half of TSXV resource juniors have positive working caLess than half of TSXV resource juniors have positive working capital totaling pital totaling pital totaling pital totaling 

$1.9 billion while the rest owe $2.5 billion that will never be $1.9 billion while the rest owe $2.5 billion that will never be $1.9 billion while the rest owe $2.5 billion that will never be $1.9 billion while the rest owe $2.5 billion that will never be paid back.paid back.paid back.paid back.

Where will the risk capital come from to deliver major new discoWhere will the risk capital come from to deliver major new discoWhere will the risk capital come from to deliver major new discoWhere will the risk capital come from to deliver major new discoveries?veries?veries?veries?



Commodity CycleCommodity CycleCommodity CycleCommodity Cycle Gold BugGold BugGold BugGold Bug Security of SupplySecurity of SupplySecurity of SupplySecurity of Supply Discovery ExplorationDiscovery ExplorationDiscovery ExplorationDiscovery Exploration

ProducersProducersProducersProducers
(Farm(Farm(Farm(Farm----In/Buyout)In/Buyout)In/Buyout)In/Buyout)

YesYesYesYes YesYesYesYes RarelyRarelyRarelyRarely RarelyRarelyRarelyRarely

Other JuniorsOther JuniorsOther JuniorsOther Juniors
(Farm(Farm(Farm(Farm----In)In)In)In)

NoNoNoNo YesYesYesYes NoNoNoNo YesYesYesYes

Private EquityPrivate EquityPrivate EquityPrivate Equity YesYesYesYes YesYesYesYes YesYesYesYes NoNoNoNo

InstitutionsInstitutionsInstitutionsInstitutions YesYesYesYes YesYesYesYes YesYesYesYes NoNoNoNo

Accredited InvestorsAccredited InvestorsAccredited InvestorsAccredited Investors YesYesYesYes YesYesYesYes YesYesYesYes YesYesYesYes

FlowFlowFlowFlow----ThroughThroughThroughThrough YesYesYesYes YesYesYesYes NoNoNoNo YesYesYesYes

RetailRetailRetailRetail NoNoNoNo YesYesYesYes RarelyRarelyRarelyRarely YesYesYesYes

Key Narratives and the Capital Sources they AttractKey Narratives and the Capital Sources they AttractKey Narratives and the Capital Sources they AttractKey Narratives and the Capital Sources they Attract
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• Client Relationship ModelClient Relationship ModelClient Relationship ModelClient Relationship Model – Suitability and the death of full service 

advice – 100% personal responsibility accounts for high risk high 

reward investment

• Market failing as a Price Discovery MechanismMarket failing as a Price Discovery MechanismMarket failing as a Price Discovery MechanismMarket failing as a Price Discovery Mechanism – order book 

fragmentation, short-selling on a down-tick, computerized day 

trading - create a fair speculative range for a project

Disclosure Overload & War on Forward Looking StatementsDisclosure Overload & War on Forward Looking StatementsDisclosure Overload & War on Forward Looking StatementsDisclosure Overload & War on Forward Looking Statements - junior 

market no longer works as a casino – empower the crowd to 

visualize and quantify the value of the potential outcome

• Choked Funding GatewaysChoked Funding GatewaysChoked Funding GatewaysChoked Funding Gateways – do away with accredited 

investor restriction, streamline funding mechanics, foster 

liquidity during the gap between 43-101 events

A Broken Capital Market for Canadian JuniorsA Broken Capital Market for Canadian JuniorsA Broken Capital Market for Canadian JuniorsA Broken Capital Market for Canadian Juniors

Fix the Broken Capital Market by Restoring it as a CasinoFix the Broken Capital Market by Restoring it as a CasinoFix the Broken Capital Market by Restoring it as a CasinoFix the Broken Capital Market by Restoring it as a Casino



• Speculation in properly regulated high risk, high reward securities such as resource juniors is a legitimate 

part of the investment spectrum. It balances the low risk low reward offered by the banks.

• With the death of the rumour mill, network hubs & momentum trading by retail investors resource juniors 

no longer offer “mystery” as an attraction, nor can they compete with other more liquid and volatile venues. 

The Murray Pezim era ended in the late nineties. 

• A new paradigm is needed where we treat resource juniors as a ““““slow gambleslow gambleslow gambleslow gamble”””” on a fundamental outcome 

that takes time to determine, similar to seasonal league sports betting.

• Challenge is the information opacity of the  resource sector despite the ubiquity of the Internet and 43-101 

detail – valuing a resource play is a complex task made useless by the absence of a critical mass audience 

engaged in that very task.

• Long periods between 43Long periods between 43Long periods between 43Long periods between 43----101 101 101 101 ““““eventseventseventsevents”””” characterized by unconnected dots beg for interim characterized by unconnected dots beg for interim characterized by unconnected dots beg for interim characterized by unconnected dots beg for interim ““““forwardforwardforwardforward----looking looking looking looking 

statementsstatementsstatementsstatements”””” –––– a very bad idea when done by management a very bad idea when done by management a very bad idea when done by management a very bad idea when done by management ---- but what if done by a crowd of intensely but what if done by a crowd of intensely but what if done by a crowd of intensely but what if done by a crowd of intensely 

competitive individuals with zero professional credentials, a decompetitive individuals with zero professional credentials, a decompetitive individuals with zero professional credentials, a decompetitive individuals with zero professional credentials, a declared conflict of interest, and a transparent clared conflict of interest, and a transparent clared conflict of interest, and a transparent clared conflict of interest, and a transparent 

track record?track record?track record?track record?

• Demographic Risk - no easy way for young people to learn how to forward look by connecting the dots so 

they can quantify the potential fundamental outcome – a lost generation? Or have we overlooked 

technology as the means to keep the exploration eco-system alive?

High Risk High Reward = GamblingHigh Risk High Reward = GamblingHigh Risk High Reward = GamblingHigh Risk High Reward = Gambling



• Does the region have a substantial metal endowment?

• If not, what reason is there to believe in a hidden endowment?

• If so, is there a reason to believe it has not been largely found? 

• How is your exploration strategy different from what others have already 
attempted?

• Are you applying a new exploration method or a model for whose hallmarks past 
exploration has not filtered?

• What is the potential size of the prize you are seeking?

• Do you know what failure of your exploration story would look like?

• How much money and time will you need to make or break your story?

• Would a discovery have replication implications?

Elements of a good exploration story in the new realityElements of a good exploration story in the new realityElements of a good exploration story in the new realityElements of a good exploration story in the new reality

Resource juniors which hope to attract risk capital for discoverResource juniors which hope to attract risk capital for discoverResource juniors which hope to attract risk capital for discoverResource juniors which hope to attract risk capital for discovery exploration will have to y exploration will have to y exploration will have to y exploration will have to 

do a much better job explaining geology and articulating their tdo a much better job explaining geology and articulating their tdo a much better job explaining geology and articulating their tdo a much better job explaining geology and articulating their target hypothesis.arget hypothesis.arget hypothesis.arget hypothesis.



Example of a big picture story line for an exploration juniorExample of a big picture story line for an exploration juniorExample of a big picture story line for an exploration juniorExample of a big picture story line for an exploration junior



This junior spent $12 million on a grassroots exploration This junior spent $12 million on a grassroots exploration This junior spent $12 million on a grassroots exploration This junior spent $12 million on a grassroots exploration 

initiative in Nevada with no brokerage industry support. initiative in Nevada with no brokerage industry support. initiative in Nevada with no brokerage industry support. initiative in Nevada with no brokerage industry support. 

In 2015 it had 132 million issued, owed $300,000 and In 2015 it had 132 million issued, owed $300,000 and In 2015 it had 132 million issued, owed $300,000 and In 2015 it had 132 million issued, owed $300,000 and 

was bid a half penny. Bankruptcy and delisting were was bid a half penny. Bankruptcy and delisting were was bid a half penny. Bankruptcy and delisting were was bid a half penny. Bankruptcy and delisting were 

avoided when it did a 10:1 rollback, secured partial debt avoided when it did a 10:1 rollback, secured partial debt avoided when it did a 10:1 rollback, secured partial debt avoided when it did a 10:1 rollback, secured partial debt 

forgiveness, and attracted new backers through a forgiveness, and attracted new backers through a forgiveness, and attracted new backers through a forgiveness, and attracted new backers through a 

$650,000 financing at $0.05.$650,000 financing at $0.05.$650,000 financing at $0.05.$650,000 financing at $0.05.

What reason would the market have to believe What reason would the market have to believe What reason would the market have to believe What reason would the market have to believe 

that this will not repeat itself in 2that this will not repeat itself in 2that this will not repeat itself in 2that this will not repeat itself in 2----3 years?3 years?3 years?3 years?

What is What is What is What is 

missing is the missing is the missing is the missing is the 

ability of the ability of the ability of the ability of the 

market to market to market to market to 

monetarily monetarily monetarily monetarily 

quantify what quantify what quantify what quantify what 

success would success would success would success would 

be worth so be worth so be worth so be worth so 

that it can that it can that it can that it can 

price the value price the value price the value price the value 

of a bet on that of a bet on that of a bet on that of a bet on that 

outcome.outcome.outcome.outcome.



Deposit Valuation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a Deposit Valuation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a Deposit Valuation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a Deposit Valuation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a 

Depleting Asset: A Mine is an AnnuityDepleting Asset: A Mine is an AnnuityDepleting Asset: A Mine is an AnnuityDepleting Asset: A Mine is an Annuity

Annual Gross RevenueAnnual Gross RevenueAnnual Gross RevenueAnnual Gross Revenue

lesslesslessless Operating CostsOperating CostsOperating CostsOperating Costs

=             Operating Profit=             Operating Profit=             Operating Profit=             Operating Profit

lesslesslessless Taxes                                                           Taxes                                                           Taxes                                                           Taxes                                                           

=               After Tax Cash Flow=               After Tax Cash Flow=               After Tax Cash Flow=               After Tax Cash Flow

Very few retail investors understand the DCF valuation model witVery few retail investors understand the DCF valuation model witVery few retail investors understand the DCF valuation model witVery few retail investors understand the DCF valuation model with its NPV, IRR and h its NPV, IRR and h its NPV, IRR and h its NPV, IRR and 

discount rate concepts, and even fewer trouble to use it as a dediscount rate concepts, and even fewer trouble to use it as a dediscount rate concepts, and even fewer trouble to use it as a dediscount rate concepts, and even fewer trouble to use it as a decisioncisioncisioncision----making tool.making tool.making tool.making tool.

Annual Cash FlowAnnual Cash FlowAnnual Cash FlowAnnual Cash Flow
(1 + Discount Rate)(1 + Discount Rate)(1 + Discount Rate)(1 + Discount Rate)nnnn

Less Capital Cost Less Capital Cost Less Capital Cost Less Capital Cost 

n = year of cashn = year of cashn = year of cashn = year of cash

m = mine life (years of mining)m = mine life (years of mining)m = mine life (years of mining)m = mine life (years of mining)

∑
m

n=1



Example: Grass Valley outcome visualized as Example: Grass Valley outcome visualized as Example: Grass Valley outcome visualized as Example: Grass Valley outcome visualized as 

another Cortez Hills Breccia deposit as a 5+ another Cortez Hills Breccia deposit as a 5+ another Cortez Hills Breccia deposit as a 5+ another Cortez Hills Breccia deposit as a 5+ 

million oz high grade UG mine. 30 variable million oz high grade UG mine. 30 variable million oz high grade UG mine. 30 variable million oz high grade UG mine. 30 variable 

choices generate a $1.5 billion potential choices generate a $1.5 billion potential choices generate a $1.5 billion potential choices generate a $1.5 billion potential 

outcome. But what is that outcome worth before outcome. But what is that outcome worth before outcome. But what is that outcome worth before outcome. But what is that outcome worth before 

an economic study is published?an economic study is published?an economic study is published?an economic study is published?





Rational Speculation Model Rational Speculation Model Rational Speculation Model Rational Speculation Model –––– Uncertainty Ladder for Metal ProjectsUncertainty Ladder for Metal ProjectsUncertainty Ladder for Metal ProjectsUncertainty Ladder for Metal Projects

Exploration Cycle StagesExploration Cycle StagesExploration Cycle StagesExploration Cycle Stages

Success ProbabilitySuccess ProbabilitySuccess ProbabilitySuccess Probability Outcome Target Fair Value ChannelsOutcome Target Fair Value ChannelsOutcome Target Fair Value ChannelsOutcome Target Fair Value Channels

($ Millions)($ Millions)($ Millions)($ Millions)

ChanceChanceChanceChance LeverageLeverageLeverageLeverage $100$100$100$100 $500$500$500$500 $2,000$2,000$2,000$2,000

1111 GrassrootsGrassrootsGrassrootsGrassroots 0.50.50.50.5----1%1%1%1% 100100100100----200200200200 <$1<$1<$1<$1 $2.5$2.5$2.5$2.5----5555 $10$10$10$10----20202020

2222 Target DrillingTarget DrillingTarget DrillingTarget Drilling 1111----2.5%2.5%2.5%2.5% 40404040----100100100100 $1$1$1$1----2.52.52.52.5 $5$5$5$5----12.512.512.512.5 $20$20$20$20----50505050

3333 Discovery DelineationDiscovery DelineationDiscovery DelineationDiscovery Delineation 2.52.52.52.5----5%5%5%5% 20202020----40404040 $2.5$2.5$2.5$2.5----5555 $12.5$12.5$12.5$12.5----25252525 $50$50$50$50----100100100100

4444 Infill DrillingInfill DrillingInfill DrillingInfill Drilling 5555----10%10%10%10% 10101010----20202020 $5$5$5$5----10101010 $25$25$25$25----50505050 $100$100$100$100----200200200200

5555 PEA & MetallurgyPEA & MetallurgyPEA & MetallurgyPEA & Metallurgy 10101010----25%25%25%25% 4444----10101010 $10$10$10$10----25252525 $50$50$50$50----125125125125 $200$200$200$200----500500500500

6666 PrefeasibilityPrefeasibilityPrefeasibilityPrefeasibility 25252525----50%50%50%50% 2222----4444 $25$25$25$25----50505050 $125$125$125$125----250250250250 $500$500$500$500----1,0001,0001,0001,000

7777 Permitting, Marketing & Permitting, Marketing & Permitting, Marketing & Permitting, Marketing & 

FeasibilityFeasibilityFeasibilityFeasibility

50505050----75%75%75%75% 1.31.31.31.3----2222 $50$50$50$50----75757575 $250$250$250$250----375375375375 $1,000$1,000$1,000$1,000----1,5001,5001,5001,500

8888 ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction 75757575----100%100%100%100% 1111 $75$75$75$75----100100100100 $375$375$375$375----500500500500 $1,500$1,500$1,500$1,500----2,0002,0002,0002,000

9999 ProductionProductionProductionProduction 100%100%100%100% $100$100$100$100 $500$500$500$500 $2,000$2,000$2,000$2,000

Note: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for eaNote: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for eaNote: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for eaNote: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for each outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the targetch outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the targetch outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the targetch outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the target value by the success chance. ie stage 4 value by the success chance. ie stage 4 value by the success chance. ie stage 4 value by the success chance. ie stage 4 

target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50





Good Speculative ValueGood Speculative ValueGood Speculative ValueGood Speculative Value

Fair Speculative ValueFair Speculative ValueFair Speculative ValueFair Speculative Value

Poor Speculative ValuePoor Speculative ValuePoor Speculative ValuePoor Speculative Value

Unfortunately this Unfortunately this Unfortunately this Unfortunately this 

potential discovery potential discovery potential discovery potential discovery 

exploration outcome exploration outcome exploration outcome exploration outcome 

is just what one is just what one is just what one is just what one 

random person who random person who random person who random person who 

already owns the already owns the already owns the already owns the 

stock thinks could stock thinks could stock thinks could stock thinks could 

happen. How does happen. How does happen. How does happen. How does 

one judge the one judge the one judge the one judge the 

plausibility of the plausibility of the plausibility of the plausibility of the 

visualized outcome?visualized outcome?visualized outcome?visualized outcome?



What if an online system existed where What if an online system existed where What if an online system existed where What if an online system existed where ““““anonymousanonymousanonymousanonymous”””” visualizers shared their visualizers shared their visualizers shared their visualizers shared their 

outcomes with the public, out of which a consensus is constructeoutcomes with the public, out of which a consensus is constructeoutcomes with the public, out of which a consensus is constructeoutcomes with the public, out of which a consensus is constructed on which the d on which the d on which the d on which the 

market prices the resource junior? What would prevent such a sysmarket prices the resource junior? What would prevent such a sysmarket prices the resource junior? What would prevent such a sysmarket prices the resource junior? What would prevent such a system from tem from tem from tem from 

becoming cluttered with fantasy outcomes posted by shills for thbecoming cluttered with fantasy outcomes posted by shills for thbecoming cluttered with fantasy outcomes posted by shills for thbecoming cluttered with fantasy outcomes posted by shills for the company that e company that e company that e company that 

ends up misends up misends up misends up mis----leading the public and creating chaotic market activity?leading the public and creating chaotic market activity?leading the public and creating chaotic market activity?leading the public and creating chaotic market activity?

• Every visualizer who posts an outcome is assumed to have a conflict of interest, such as 

being long the stock if the outcome is favorable, or flat or short if unfavorable. They are 

predators in a competitive arena.

• Because visualizers lack professional credentials they are free to share what they wish.

• All visualizers start with zero reputation. 

• OV postings and critiques are a permanent record linked to the visualizer that are the basis 

for reputation ranking generated “peer review” of OV assumptions and the degree visualized 

outcomes track actual project outcomes.

• A good reputation creates influence both within the OV system and the market and thus 

becomes valuable over time. This predator system is selfThis predator system is selfThis predator system is selfThis predator system is self----regulating.regulating.regulating.regulating.



• What if the market was able to access an online system where What if the market was able to access an online system where What if the market was able to access an online system where What if the market was able to access an online system where ““““conflictedconflictedconflictedconflicted”””” individuals individuals individuals individuals 

with no credentials other than their posting history manage and with no credentials other than their posting history manage and with no credentials other than their posting history manage and with no credentials other than their posting history manage and share share share share their personal their personal their personal their personal 

visions of a projectvisions of a projectvisions of a projectvisions of a project’’’’s potential outcome?s potential outcome?s potential outcome?s potential outcome?

• Where others can critique any of the 30 variables the visualizerWhere others can critique any of the 30 variables the visualizerWhere others can critique any of the 30 variables the visualizerWhere others can critique any of the 30 variables the visualizer selected, and post their selected, and post their selected, and post their selected, and post their 

own own own own ““““more plausiblemore plausiblemore plausiblemore plausible”””” vision of the outcome as an alternative?vision of the outcome as an alternative?vision of the outcome as an alternative?vision of the outcome as an alternative?

• Where each visualizer evolves a reputation whose value as a markWhere each visualizer evolves a reputation whose value as a markWhere each visualizer evolves a reputation whose value as a markWhere each visualizer evolves a reputation whose value as a market influence hinges on et influence hinges on et influence hinges on et influence hinges on 

credibility growth, and becomes a carefully guarded asset, watchcredibility growth, and becomes a carefully guarded asset, watchcredibility growth, and becomes a carefully guarded asset, watchcredibility growth, and becomes a carefully guarded asset, watched by the entire system ed by the entire system ed by the entire system ed by the entire system 

for signs of a selffor signs of a selffor signs of a selffor signs of a self----serving betrayal?serving betrayal?serving betrayal?serving betrayal?

• Where a consensus outcome can be calculated and presented as a gWhere a consensus outcome can be calculated and presented as a gWhere a consensus outcome can be calculated and presented as a gWhere a consensus outcome can be calculated and presented as a graphic that includes raphic that includes raphic that includes raphic that includes 

all the outcomes from most pessimistic to most optimistic, with all the outcomes from most pessimistic to most optimistic, with all the outcomes from most pessimistic to most optimistic, with all the outcomes from most pessimistic to most optimistic, with each one a click away each one a click away each one a click away each one a click away 

from full presentation of all its underlying variables and the from full presentation of all its underlying variables and the from full presentation of all its underlying variables and the from full presentation of all its underlying variables and the ““““sticky notessticky notessticky notessticky notes”””” of others, and of others, and of others, and of others, and 

a few more clicks away from the visualizera few more clicks away from the visualizera few more clicks away from the visualizera few more clicks away from the visualizer’’’’s entire history?s entire history?s entire history?s entire history?

• What if a graphical interface allowed What if a graphical interface allowed What if a graphical interface allowed What if a graphical interface allowed ““““gamblersgamblersgamblersgamblers”””” to to to to ““““findfindfindfind”””” these outcomes for a project these outcomes for a project these outcomes for a project these outcomes for a project 

clustered together like some sort of boom town on an earth map wclustered together like some sort of boom town on an earth map wclustered together like some sort of boom town on an earth map wclustered together like some sort of boom town on an earth map which reveals both hich reveals both hich reveals both hich reveals both 

visualization activity and the market activity in the stock withvisualization activity and the market activity in the stock withvisualization activity and the market activity in the stock withvisualization activity and the market activity in the stock with a stake in the project, a a stake in the project, a a stake in the project, a a stake in the project, a 

boom town whose dynamic and history can be endlessly explored?boom town whose dynamic and history can be endlessly explored?boom town whose dynamic and history can be endlessly explored?boom town whose dynamic and history can be endlessly explored?



What we would have is an organic, online multiWhat we would have is an organic, online multiWhat we would have is an organic, online multiWhat we would have is an organic, online multi----player game system that  taps player game system that  taps player game system that  taps player game system that  taps 

into the into the into the into the Wisdom of CrowdsWisdom of CrowdsWisdom of CrowdsWisdom of Crowds to generate an externalized outcome expectation to generate an externalized outcome expectation to generate an externalized outcome expectation to generate an externalized outcome expectation 

independent of the market but closely linked to the 43independent of the market but closely linked to the 43independent of the market but closely linked to the 43independent of the market but closely linked to the 43----101 back101 back101 back101 back----stopped stopped stopped stopped 

information flow published by the resource juniors to which the information flow published by the resource juniors to which the information flow published by the resource juniors to which the information flow published by the resource juniors to which the ““““gamersgamersgamersgamers””””

respond in real time, and to whose shared visions the market resrespond in real time, and to whose shared visions the market resrespond in real time, and to whose shared visions the market resrespond in real time, and to whose shared visions the market responds.ponds.ponds.ponds.

Such a system would create a public Such a system would create a public Such a system would create a public Such a system would create a public ““““objectobjectobjectobject”””” that represents a fair value range that represents a fair value range that represents a fair value range that represents a fair value range 

for an exploration projectfor an exploration projectfor an exploration projectfor an exploration project’’’’s potential outcome that attracts fundamental value s potential outcome that attracts fundamental value s potential outcome that attracts fundamental value s potential outcome that attracts fundamental value 

hunters when a stockhunters when a stockhunters when a stockhunters when a stock’’’’s price pushes the valuation to the lower limit, and attracts s price pushes the valuation to the lower limit, and attracts s price pushes the valuation to the lower limit, and attracts s price pushes the valuation to the lower limit, and attracts 

selling when it surges above the upper limit. When new fundamentselling when it surges above the upper limit. When new fundamentselling when it surges above the upper limit. When new fundamentselling when it surges above the upper limit. When new fundamental information al information al information al information 

enters the system, such as results, a 43enters the system, such as results, a 43enters the system, such as results, a 43enters the system, such as results, a 43----101 101 101 101 ““““eventeventeventevent””””, project viability changes, or , project viability changes, or , project viability changes, or , project viability changes, or 

new metal prices, the fair value range responds. Such an new metal prices, the fair value range responds. Such an new metal prices, the fair value range responds. Such an new metal prices, the fair value range responds. Such an ““““objectobjectobjectobject”””” would allow would allow would allow would allow 

constrained volatility that in turn generates the liquidity needconstrained volatility that in turn generates the liquidity needconstrained volatility that in turn generates the liquidity needconstrained volatility that in turn generates the liquidity needed to finance ed to finance ed to finance ed to finance 

projects. Gamblers would have a way to rationally handicap resouprojects. Gamblers would have a way to rationally handicap resouprojects. Gamblers would have a way to rationally handicap resouprojects. Gamblers would have a way to rationally handicap resource juniors!rce juniors!rce juniors!rce juniors!

Mystery would be reborn in the form of speculation about changinMystery would be reborn in the form of speculation about changinMystery would be reborn in the form of speculation about changinMystery would be reborn in the form of speculation about changing perceptions g perceptions g perceptions g perceptions 

about a projectabout a projectabout a projectabout a project’’’’s potential outcome, fueled by the viral networks of social medis potential outcome, fueled by the viral networks of social medis potential outcome, fueled by the viral networks of social medis potential outcome, fueled by the viral networks of social media.a.a.a.



• Juniors will need to publish far more information on their web sJuniors will need to publish far more information on their web sJuniors will need to publish far more information on their web sJuniors will need to publish far more information on their web sites to help the public ites to help the public ites to help the public ites to help the public 

understand their project goalsunderstand their project goalsunderstand their project goalsunderstand their project goals

• Investors will know what good news is supposed look like, enabliInvestors will know what good news is supposed look like, enabliInvestors will know what good news is supposed look like, enabliInvestors will know what good news is supposed look like, enabling the market to function ng the market to function ng the market to function ng the market to function 

as a price discovery mechanismas a price discovery mechanismas a price discovery mechanismas a price discovery mechanism

• Juniors will know better when to quit wasting money on a dead prJuniors will know better when to quit wasting money on a dead prJuniors will know better when to quit wasting money on a dead prJuniors will know better when to quit wasting money on a dead projectojectojectoject

• The numerical basis of visualized outcomes facilitates interpretThe numerical basis of visualized outcomes facilitates interpretThe numerical basis of visualized outcomes facilitates interpretThe numerical basis of visualized outcomes facilitates interpretation of resultsation of resultsation of resultsation of results

• Capital from long term gamblers will flow to projects with potenCapital from long term gamblers will flow to projects with potenCapital from long term gamblers will flow to projects with potenCapital from long term gamblers will flow to projects with potential outcomes that make tial outcomes that make tial outcomes that make tial outcomes that make 

sense sense sense sense –––– life style juniors will be ignoredlife style juniors will be ignoredlife style juniors will be ignoredlife style juniors will be ignored

• Volatility within the fair speculative value range based on the Volatility within the fair speculative value range based on the Volatility within the fair speculative value range based on the Volatility within the fair speculative value range based on the consensus outcome will consensus outcome will consensus outcome will consensus outcome will 

create liquidity courtesy of short term gamblerscreate liquidity courtesy of short term gamblerscreate liquidity courtesy of short term gamblerscreate liquidity courtesy of short term gamblers

• DownDownDownDown----trends created by downtrends created by downtrends created by downtrends created by down----tick, shorttick, shorttick, shorttick, short----selling algos will be braked by fundamental value selling algos will be braked by fundamental value selling algos will be braked by fundamental value selling algos will be braked by fundamental value 

gamblers as well as algos which parse the consensus outcomesgamblers as well as algos which parse the consensus outcomesgamblers as well as algos which parse the consensus outcomesgamblers as well as algos which parse the consensus outcomes

• Project fundamentals, if presented properly, become selfProject fundamentals, if presented properly, become selfProject fundamentals, if presented properly, become selfProject fundamentals, if presented properly, become self----marketingmarketingmarketingmarketing

• The effect of metal price changes are reflected in the value of The effect of metal price changes are reflected in the value of The effect of metal price changes are reflected in the value of The effect of metal price changes are reflected in the value of potential outcomespotential outcomespotential outcomespotential outcomes

Implications of this new discovery exploration business modelImplications of this new discovery exploration business modelImplications of this new discovery exploration business modelImplications of this new discovery exploration business model
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By allowing the resource junior stock By allowing the resource junior stock By allowing the resource junior stock By allowing the resource junior stock 

exchange to operate as a fully regulated exchange to operate as a fully regulated exchange to operate as a fully regulated exchange to operate as a fully regulated 

casino that generates real world results casino that generates real world results casino that generates real world results casino that generates real world results 

of practical value, the OV Online system of practical value, the OV Online system of practical value, the OV Online system of practical value, the OV Online system 

will facilitate a legal alternative to will facilitate a legal alternative to will facilitate a legal alternative to will facilitate a legal alternative to 

fantasy sports betting that does not rely fantasy sports betting that does not rely fantasy sports betting that does not rely fantasy sports betting that does not rely 

on the full service brokerage industry. on the full service brokerage industry. on the full service brokerage industry. on the full service brokerage industry. 

We can save the juniors by building an We can save the juniors by building an We can save the juniors by building an We can save the juniors by building an 

interactive, graphical interface to the interactive, graphical interface to the interactive, graphical interface to the interactive, graphical interface to the 

sector for the public.sector for the public.sector for the public.sector for the public.

When the market wind blows resource juniors should bend When the market wind blows resource juniors should bend When the market wind blows resource juniors should bend When the market wind blows resource juniors should bend 

like reeds rather than break like trees.like reeds rather than break like trees.like reeds rather than break like trees.like reeds rather than break like trees.


